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  CONTRACTS ACCEPTED 
 
PROPOSAL ID/  CONTRACTOR/  ACCEPTED DATE/ 
COUNTY  PROJECT NUMBER(S)  PROJECT WORK TYPE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
08-0304-071       CUNNINGHAM-REIS CO.                         04/04/11 
  BOONE           BRFN-030-4(71)--39-08                       BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 
 
13-0074-018       CHRISTENSEN BROS., INC.                     04/04/11 
  CALHOUN         FSSN-007-4(18)--3T-13                       BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 
 
24-0595-046       CARLSON, L.A. CONTRACTING, INC.             03/30/11 
  CRAWFORD        ER-059-5(46)--28-24                         SLIDE REPAIR 
 
24-1413-058       CARLSON, L.A. CONTRACTING, INC.             03/30/11 
  CARROLL         ER-030-2(134)--28-14                        REVETMENT 
  CRAWFORD        ER-030-2(143)--28-24                        REVETMENT 
  CRAWFORD        ER-030-2(144)--28-24                        REVETMENT 
  CRAWFORD        ER-141-3(58)--28-24                         REVETMENT 
  CRAWFORD        ER-141-3(60)--28-24                         REVETMENT 
 
24-1413-059       CARLSON, L.A. CONTRACTING, INC.             03/30/11 
  CARROLL         ER-141-4(29)--28-14                         REVETMENT 
  CARROLL         ER-141-4(30)--28-14                         SLIDE REPAIR 
  CARROLL         ER-141-4(32)--28-14                         SLIDE REPAIR 
 
52-C052-066       PETERSON CONTRACTORS INC.                   04/04/11 
  JOHNSON         BRS-C052(66)--60-52                         BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - PPCB 
 
72-0604-082       BUSKERUD CONSTRUCTION,INC.                  04/04/11 
  OSCEOLA         NHSN-060-4(82)--2R-72                       EROSION CONTROL 
 
78-0061-121       JENSEN CONSTRUCTION CO.                     04/04/11 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   FSSN-006-1(121)--3T-78                      DECK JOINT REPAIR 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   BRFN-006-1(122)--39-78                      DECK JOINT REPAIR 
 
78-0292-069       CRAMER AND ASSOC., INC.                     04/04/11 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   ISSN-029-2(69)47--1T-78                     BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   ISSN-029-2(70)47--1T-78                     BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY 
 
78-0801-328       HENNINGSEN CONSTRUCTION, INC.               04/04/11 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   NHS-080-1(328)0--11-78                      HMA PAVEMENT - GRADE/NEW 
 
78-6802-151-A     MCC, L.L.C.                                 04/04/11 
  POTTAWATTAMIE   ISSN-680-2(151)17--1T-78                    RECONSTR - BR DECK REPLACEMENT 
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  CONTRACTS ACCEPTED 
 
PROPOSAL ID/  CONTRACTOR/  ACCEPTED DATE/ 
COUNTY  PROJECT NUMBER(S)  PROJECT WORK TYPE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
 
84-C084-136       DIXON CONSTR. CO.                           03/22/11 
  SIOUX           BROS-C084(136)--5F-84                       BRIDGE AND APPROACHES - CCS 
 
86-C086-074       MANATT'S, INC.                              04/05/11 
  TAMA            ESFM-C086(74)--5S-86                        HMA RESURFC/COLD IN-PLC RECYCL 
 
94-1696-072       PETERSON CONTRACTORS INC.                   04/04/11 
  WEBSTER         NHSX-169-6(72)--3H-94                       HMA PAVEMENT WIDEN/HMA RESURFC 
